HOW TO TAKE CARE OF THE RAINCOAT JACKET
“FROM LVIV WITH RAIN”?
The fabric has a polymer coating so it requires special care.
If there is a stain, clean the raincoat only with a soft sponge or a
napkin soaked in soap solution having neutral pH (e.g. toilet soap).

USEFUL INFORMATION:

After cleaning, the surface should be wiped with a wet napkin
to remove detergent residues. Then wipe the material dry.
To preserve its original bright color, it is recommended to clean the
material once per month.

During its production, the manufacture of Aviatsiya
Halychyny applies the method of seam
sealingwhich provides 99,9% protection from rain.
In other words, we care for your comfort.

Small but stubborn stains can be removed with the help of
25% (!) ethanol solution by wiping gently the stains with a soft cloth.
After the stain is removed, the surface should be wiped
with a wet napkin\cloth. Then wipe the material dry once again.

IMPORTANT !
Not all types of stains can be removed from the material
surface. It depends on the following factors:

- if the stain occurred due to reactive dye

Our raincoat “From Lviv with rain” will deﬁnitely
become a reliable friend to you.

95%

cotton

5%

spandex

In addition, we use a smooth cotton lining
(95% of cotton + 5% of spandex) which prevents
the formation of condensate even during long
periods of movement. So, after active use of the
raincoat, we recommend drying the garment by
straightening it out (!).
The raincoat has two pairs of symmetrical
pockets closed with outer “flaps”. There is also an
inside pocket for small but important belongings
(phone, wallet, documents).
You can ﬁnd it on the left inner side.

which bonds tightly with the material surface;

- chemical composition of stains which penetrate deeply
into the fabric structure;

- amount of time that has passed
since the moment of staining.

It is strictly prohibited to use household detergents or
artiﬁcial leather care agents for cleaning as they can enter
into a chemical reaction with the stain and make the situation
even worse.
Please, do use only the recommended cleaning methods
described above.

In the hood, there is a paracord stripe – an extra
strong cord that can be dragged out fully from the
hood for your needs.
There is a branded plastic zipper with our logo.
On the sleeves and lumbar, there are little
fasteners which allow you to comfortably ﬁt the
raincoat if needed.
Thank you for reading to the end. We are glad that
you are with us and make the world brighter!

